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Lawrence hires full-time Athletic
Director

Improvements to SLUG made over
the summer

News Editor

Staff Writer

Nathan Wall

________________________

Lawrence has brought on
Jason Imperati as Athletic Director following the departure
of former Athletic Director Kim
Tatro in late February 2022. In
an email sent to Lawrence students, faculty and staff on June
6, 2022, Imperati’s hire was
announced by Christyn Abaray, Chief of Staff to President
Laurie Carter and Secretary to
the Board of Trustees.
Imperati has served in a
variety of roles across a variety
of institutions, including serving as Athletics Compliance Officer at the New York Institute
of Technology and Associate
Athletic Director for Internal
Operations at the University
of the District of Columbia.
Before coming to Lawrence,
Imperati briefly served as Senior Associate Athletic Director
for Compliance at Bowie State
University in Maryland.
Imperati said that he was
attracted to the job because
it gave him an opportunity to
live closer to his family as well
as gave him the opportunity to
move up to the top position in
an athletic department, after
serving in a variety of supporting roles at different institutions. He added that support
from Carter and Abaray and
their willingness to listen to his
ideas have been helpful during this transition. As Athletic
Director, Imperati is hoping
to continue to reimagine the
Athletic Department, including
upgrading areas of Alexander
Gym and continuing to work
on the rebranding of the Athletic Department logo.

After Tatro’s departure,
a handful of student athletes
came forward to express concerns that they hoped would be
addressed by Tatro’s replacement. One anonymous athlete
claimed that they often had to
skip meals in order to make it
to practice on time and that
they didn’t feel that Athletic
Department staff understood
or appreciated the work they
put into it.
Additionally, senior Marifé Entenza-Sierra, a junior at
the time, who is a member of
the Women’s Volleyball Team,
stated that it doesn’t feel that
mental health is a priority for
athletes. A desire for better
sexual assault prevention was
also expressed.
Imperati addressed these
concerns. He discussed the
new leadership in Bon App,
Lawrence’s food services, and
how the Athletic Department
has been working with Bon
App to ensure that athletes
have appropriate nutrition,
including athletes with dietary
restrictions. According to Imperati, the Athletic Department
has been pushing to keep Andrew Commons open until 7:30
p.m. to ensure they have time
to make it to dinner.
Imperati also discussed
efforts currently taking place,
such as partnering with Wellness Services to help students
deal with mental health issues
and working to bring in experts
who can provide students with
that additional support.
Although he stressed that
Title IX issues are not his area
of expertise and that students
should go to Title IX Coordinator Allison Vetter with these
concerns, Imperati feels that

it’s important for athletes to
feel that they can come to him.
Imperati added that he has
brought in Vetter to speak to
athletes at the beginning of the
year and that he often attends
practices in order to build relationships with students and
make sure they feel safe opening up to him.
Imperati added that it’s
important to prove to students
that he can be a good resource
and handle problems that come
up during those times that students feel frustrated with him,
regardless of what those issues
are.
“As the Director of Athletics, my door is always open.”
Imperati said. “If I don’t know,
I will find an answer.”
Imperati also expressed a
desire for a better relationship
between student-athletes and
other campus communities. He
feels that it is his and his coaches’ responsibility to build relationships with other members
of faculty, staff and the student
body. He added that studentathletes were present for movein day to help first-years move
in and hopes that actions like
this will relieve some of this
tension.
Under Imperati’s leadership, he hopes that studentathletes will be present in the
community and stressed that it
is important for Lawrence students to feel connected to each
other.
Kim Falkenhagen, the
Associate Athletic Director,
who filled in for Tatro prior to
Imperati’s hiring, added that
she was happy to step in to fill
Tatro’s vacancy and feels that
Imperati will be a great addition to the department.

Joey Davis

________________________

SLUG (Sustainable Lawrence University Garden) has
had several updates over the
summer including a new irrigation system which has cut
down the time SLUG members have to spend watering,
according to SLUG members
sophomore Matthew Dalgleish
and junior Will Brenneman.
Also, the addition of fans in
the hoop house, the rounded
tube-like structure that houses
plants, has helped keep the
plants healthy.
The moving of the apiary
(a collection of beehives) to
SLUG has resulted in healthier
plants and tastier honey, according to the SLUG members.
The high fruit yield this year,
particularly in peaches, has
been partly attributed to the
bees. The apiary hosts 12 different hives and about half a
million bees, according to Assistant Professor of Biology Israel Del Toro.
Larry Cain, campus apiarist, built a compost deck. The
compost pile being moved to a
larger and shadier space opens
up some new possibilities, according to the SLUG members.
One idea mentioned was the
possibility of a worm farm.
Some other additions include a new lawnmower and
weedwhacker. Students can expect to find raised garden beds
along the slope of the newly
paved wall, which act as a retention wall to protect the new
road from erosion, according to
Del Toro.

The garden has seen exceptional yields, according to
the members. Some of this
produce, such as tomatoes and
zucchini, can be found at a new
produce stand near the apiary.
Working on an honor system,
the stand is unmanned and has
a cash box for payment.
Del Toro played a large
role in helping the garden this
summer. As one of the faculty
advisors for SLUG, Del Toro
said he has been taking a more
active role in the organization
this year. By his own tally, Del
Toro reported that he put in
over 300 hours of volunteer
time into improving the garden
this summer.
The next big project for
SLUG is to incorporate a new
deck/patio area overlooking
the river, according to Dalgleish. The patio could be used
as an outdoor classroom, according to Del Toro. The green
space, Del Toro hopes, would
have a big impact on students’
perspectives and classroom experience.
The space provides opportunities for community outreach, according to Del Toro.
“As people are walking
through the trail, they’ll pop
their heads in and say ‘Oh cool.
Yeah, I heard you could learn
something about bees here’ or
‘a little bit about urban gardening here,’” said Del Toro. “And
so they pop in and we give them
the tour of the space and teach
them a little bit about what it
means to do these things in an
urban setting.”
Del Toro envisions the
space as bringing people in

from the community at large,
not just students.
“Maybe they are master
gardeners and they’ve been
cultivating vegetables or flowers for 20, 30 years,” said Del
Toro. “This is a really nice way
to get them to overlap with our
students and have our students
pick up some of their skills
along the way.”
After a period of rethinking how things were being done
in SLUG, SLUG leadership
decided that the garden area
should be transformed into
a multi-use space, according
to Del Toro. This decision expanded the goals of the garden;
from being just a place maintained by SLUG house to additionally becoming a space for
faculty and student research
purposes and for community.
Some examples of this new
ethos are Assistant Professor of
Geosciences Relena Ribbons’s
current experiment on soil microbes and Del Toro’s experiments on honeybee ecology,
both taking place in the space.
Over the summer, several
garden beds were freed up for
alumni to grow produce in, according to the SLUG members.
Del Toro expressed excitement
about more members of the
Lawrence community going
out into the garden. Fundamentally, he sees SLUG as being a flagship of the campus’s
sustainability efforts. He urged
the student body to reach out to
Lawrence’s administration to
show that the Lawrence community cares about sustainability.

A collection of food and other items from the garden for sale.
Photo by Lee Hendricks-Richman.
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Chris Clarke replaced Chris Card as VP for Student Life, Brittany Bell
appointed to Dean of Students
Isabel Dorn
Staff Writer

_________________________

Dr. Brittany Bell has been appointed Dean of Students after serving for eight months as the Associate
Dean of Diversity, Engagement and
Student Leadership, and three years
as the Assistant Dean of Students and
Director of the Diversity and Intercultural Center, while former Dean
of Students Chris Clarke has assumed
the role of Interim Vice President for
Student Life.
As Dean of Students, Bell will
oversee campus events and help students outside of the classroom by
connecting them to essential resources, as well as generally providing assistance, advocacy and support to the
student body. Clarke will advocate for
students while serving the goals and
philosophy of the University as Vice
President for Student Life.

Bell and Clarke formally accepted their new positions in August,
but Clarke had served as Interim Vice
President for Student Life since former Vice President for Student Life
Chris Card stepped down in July.
Bell stated that she looks forward to acquainting herself with the
student body and recognizes that
understanding students’ experiences
will be a crucial aspect of her new position.
“Being in this role allows me to
learn, both on the co-curricular and
student life side as well as the academic side, and I think that helps us
continue to understand the entire
student experience,” Bell said.
While Bell admitted that several administrative positions are currently vacant, she sees this as an opportunity for a fresh start rather than
a topic of concern. She is confident
that these jobs will attract passionate

team members who will help the current administration fulfill its mission
and achieve its goals for the future.
“I’ve always been a person who
enjoys being a part of different new
challenges,” Bell said. “I wanted to be
a part of the new incoming leadership
and all that they’ve planned for our
students.”
According to Bell, the new administration is taking a collaborative
approach to ensure that a wider range
of voices is heard. She applauded her
colleagues’ investment in students’
success, stating that passionate leaders help students, faculty and administrators alike reach their full potential.
Bell also emphasized that her
strategy involves supporting staff
members as well as students. She
believes that the administration and
faculty cannot support the students
unless the institution itself is prop-

erly supported.
“It’s not just my vision; it’s our
campus community’s collective vision for what Lawrence looks like,”
Bell said. “That strategic business really sets the tone for where our future
is heading.”
Clarke stated that his new position is a welcome opportunity. He
looks forward to fostering a more
robust student life experience and
making student life a comprehensive
experience that combines the academics with the co-curricular.
He credited his colleagues, such
as Bell, Dean of Wellness Richard
Jazdzewski and Dean of Spiritual and
Religious Life Linda Morgan-Clement, for creating a strong core of leadership. He also praised the incoming
staff members’ passion for student
success.
“I have a strong affinity for
what a liberal arts education should

be,” Clarke said. “The classroom is a
huge part of that, but what happens
outside the classroom – making sure
that students are having an incredible
experience where they can grow and
develop – is my passion.”
Clarke expressed pride in Lawrence’s ranking as the number one
liberal arts institution in Wisconsin
and aims to help Lawrence become a
bigger player on the national and international level through the administration’s new initiatives. Above all,
he wants to help students bring fresh
ideas and create new memories in a
supportive environment during their
time at Lawrence.
“We’re here to help them
through the hard times,” Clarke said,
“but we’re there to celebrate the good
times as well.”

Photo of Vice President for Student Life Chris Clarke.
Headshot taken from LinkedIn.

Photo of Dean of Students Brittany Bell.
Headshot taken from SmugMug.
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Lawrence volleyball on the way up

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

Sep. 16-17 saw the annual Viking Volleyball tournament hosted
at Alexander Gymnasium. Lawrence
played host to Maranatha Baptist
University, Mount Mary University,
Rockford University and Northland
College as they sought to get their
season on track after a slow start to
the year. Unfortunately, the Vikings
went 0-3 across their three matches, but there were signs of progress
among the young squad.
An hour after a loss in straight
sets to Maranatha, the Vikings
bounced back to put up a great fight
against the much-fancied Northland
College team across the court. This

Sean McLaughlin
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time they were able to push the
match to four sets and had Northland on their heels for much of the
second and third sets. Northland
won the first set convincingly at 2510, leading to fears that this match
could go quickly like the previous
one. However, that was not to be the
case, as major performances from
Kylie Naylor, Hilirie McLaughlin and
Aliana Butler-Gray, among others,
saw the Vikings turn the tide and take
the second set, frustrating Northland
into multiple timeouts. This trend
continued into the third set, with the
Vikings up as many as eight points
at one stage and leading 21-16 as the
set neared an end. Unfortunately, the
momentum of the game shifted once
more as another Northland timeout

and an adjustment to their system of
play led to a 9-1 run from the visitors,
and Lawrence dropped the third set
25-22. One more set was enough for
the Lumberjacks to take the win.
The following match day led to
more of the same, with Lawrence battling hard only to succumb to more
efficient opponents. The team’s third
match came against Rockford, and
ended up being quite the up-anddown clash. The teams traded blows
through the first four sets, with all
four being decided by at least eight
points, and three decided by double
digit margins. The fifth set saw the
tired Vikings fall just short, with the
visitors scoring the final eight points
to take the match in five sets. The
Vikings’ final match came against

Mount Mary, a team that had previously beaten the Vikings in straight
sets. Despite the fatigue of having
played three tough matches in 24
hours, Lawrence again showed signs
of improvement, this time taking the
Blue Angels to four sets, with three
of those sets being decided by four
points or less.
Moving forward, despite the
team’s poor record, there is much to
be positive about. Junior Dana Mestey looks like an all-conference standout, with double-digit assists and digs
in each of the Vikings’ games this
weekend. Elsewhere, the sophomore
class is stepping up big time, with
McLaughlin and Butler-Gray both
consistently between 7 and 10 kills
per game, as is first-year Kylie Nay-

lor, and first-year Mikala Seymour,
who is steadily climbing in her blocks
count. Libero Kali Pfannerstil is a defensive rock, and Daphne Piotrowski
and Taylor Hughes provide valuable
cover in rotation. Senior Marife Entenza is back from an early season
ankle injury to provide leadership
and great defense as well as a consistently strong serve. This team is still
very young, with all but Entenza returning next year, leaving coach Kim
Falkenhagen with the foundations for
a very successful team not only next
year, but perhaps, if the team catches
stride at the right time, in conference
play this season.

but were unfortunately unable to do
so. However, there were plenty of
positive takeaways from the match.
The Vikings showed real heart and
resolve as they pressed for a goal in
the second half despite going behind
0-2 early on to strikes from Macalester players Michaely Evans and Mia
Brisbin in the 6th and 17th minutes,
respectively. Goalkeeper Sarah Yochem was fortunate not to receive a
red card before the second goal after
handling the ball outside of the goal
box, but remained on the field after
the referee played advantage and Evans slotted home.
However, this quick start to the

match was not at all representative of
the balance of the match. Macalester
was definitely the more ball-dominant
side and maintained a major share of
possession, but Lawrence remained
stout in defense and shut down many
dangerous Macalester attacks. They
looked to play on the counterattack
and use the pace of several attacking
players, including Madi Jones and
Erica Grube, and they created several chances. Set pieces also played
a key role in the Lawrence attack, as
they looked to utilize the height of
strikers Kaitlyn Khazen and Cambrie
Rickard. Junior Emma Vasconez and
sophomore Natalie Linebarger both

put several tantalizing crosses into
the box off of corner kicks, and Sophia Morin’s eye-catching flip throw
(I do recommend getting to a match
to see it in action) put the Macalester defense under a lot of pressure.
Unfortunately, all of these chances
went begging on the day, but the fact
that the team was able to create such
a great volume of chances bodes well
for the season moving forward.
In defense, despite the early
struggles, the Lawrence back line
looked very strong. Cait Rodko looks
to be a key player for the Vikings, as
she had the opposing strikers locked
down for the majority of the game.

Yochem overcame some minor early
struggles to have a great game, coming off her line to sweep up on several occasions to snuff out Macalester
counterattacks as Lawrence threw
more and more players forward in
search of a goal. Transfer sophomore Jordan Lanson got her first
start of the season, and she looks to
be adjusting to life under coach Sagar
nicely, as she got up and down the left
flank all game long.
The Vikings open conference
play against Lake Forest this Saturday, September 24.

quality players like James Tavernier,
they are also still largely a Championship level side with players like John
Lundstram starting week in, week
out. Ajax will battle Napoli for second
place, and in the end, I give Napoli
the edge. Both sides are in transition,
but Ajax more so as they have just
lost their manager as well as starting
center back, striker, left back, right
back, goalkeeper and backup striker.
Meanwhile, Napoli are flying high
atop Serie A and may have discovered the next world-class talent in the
form of Georgian sensation Kvicha
Kvaratshkelia who has just scored a
brilliant brace against Monza in only
his second start for the club. My final
prediction is as follows: 1. Liverpool
,2. Napoli, 3. Ajax and 4. Rangers.
Group B consists of Porto, Atletico de Madrid, Bayer Leverkusen,
and Club Brugge. Atletico are the
clear favorites here, as they have the
best track record in the competition
as well as star names like Jan Oblak,
Joao Felix and Antoine Griezmann.
However, their recent record is not
as flattering as one may expect. Since
the 2019-20 season, they have exited

ity players in comparison to the best
teams in Europe, make the UCL group
stage on a regular basis these days. In
the end, Atletico and manager Diego
Simeone will have just enough quality
to scrape top spot despite poor recent
form, while experience will carry Porto to a comfortable second. Brugge
will pick up some surprising wins,
perhaps one each against Leverkusen and Porto, and finish third, while
Leverkusen will finish bottom. My final prediction is as follows: 1. Atletico
de Madrid, 2. Porto, 3. Club Brugge
and 4. Bayer Leverkusen
Group C consists of Bayern Munich, Barcelona, Inter Milan and Viktoria Plzen. This season’s group of
death. Bayern, Barcelona, and Inter
are three of the most historic sides in
Europe, and all three boast improved
squads this season. I expect Bayern to be at their machine-like best,
while Barcelona’s mix of youth and
experience promises to excite, even
if they still sit precariously close to
bankruptcy. Inter made the knockout
phase last season, and with the return of Romelu Lukaku, they look to
be a tough prospect as well. Plzen, on

ible midfield and attack, but their
backline remains a problematic combination of aging stars and underexperienced youth. Ronald Araujo
will be great one day, but simply isn’t
yet. Meanwhile, Pique and Jordi Alba
needed to be replaced years ago. Inter remain strong at the back with
De Vrij and Skriniar, while Lukaku
and Lautauro Martinez will be able
to match Lewandowski’s goal output. Add the fact that Inter’s squad
has more experience playing together
than all of Barcelona’s new signings,
and this prediction makes sense. My
final prediction is as follows: 1. Bayern Munich, 2. Inter Milan, 3. Barcelona and 4. Viktoria Plzen
Group D consists of Eintracht
Frankfurt,
Tottenham
Hotspur,
Sporting CP, and Olympique Marseille. Predicting this group is very
easy in one regard, and very difficult in another. Spurs should top
it easily, as on paper they are by far
the best side and have the best manager. The battle for second, however,
looks tougher to call. Frankfurt won
the Europa League last season, beating teams like Barcelona along the

players last season in the form of Pedro Goncalves and Matheus Nunez,
but now the latter has left, and once
again I fail to see where the goals
will come from in this Sporting side
without a quality goal scoring striker.
They may have made the knockout
round last season, but I don’t foresee that becoming a trend. My final
prediction is as follows: 1. Tottenham
Hotspur, 2. Olympique Marseille, 3.
Eintracht Frankfurt and 4. Sporting
CP
Group E consists of AC Milan,
Chelsea, RB Salzburg and Dinamo
Zagreb. This group is very straight
forward, with an obvious gap in quality between Milan and Chelsea as
compared to Salzburg and Dinamo.
The Italian champions Milan boast
former winners like Olivier Giroud,
as well as one of the most defensively
sound sides in the competition behind manager Stefano Pioli’s rigid
defensive systems. Mike Maignan is
one of the best and most underrated
keepers in Europe, while the attack
has great balance and flow with players like Ante Rebic and Rafael Leao.
Chelsea, however disjointed they may

in the quarter finals, round of 16, and
quarter finals again. In that same
time, less-fancied Porto have made
the quarter finals once as well, and
always pose a threat to bigger sides.
They are my picks to finish first and
second, while I believe Leverkusen
will struggle on their return to the big
time. They have lost their first three
matches of the Bundesliga season,
and I think this slump will hurt their
confidence in the Champions League.
Furthermore, the UCL is a competition that favors recent experience in
coping with the pressure. Porto and
Atletico UCL regulars, while Leverkusen are not in recent years. Even
Brugge, despite their lack of qual-

the other hand, we may as well overlook here. No disrespect to the Czech
champions but they simply aren’t on
the same planet as these other sides.
For me, Bayern top the group, as they
are simply the most well-rounded
side. Sadio Mane is scoring goals at
a Lewandowski-esque rate, Joshua
Kimmich is one of the best midfielders in the world, and they boast
frightening wide talents like Sane,
Gnabry, and Coman. Unless Manuel
Neuer has a shocker, the Germans
win the group. The battle, then, is
for second and third. I believe Inter
will pip Barcelona to the last spot in
the round of 16 on the basis of their
defense. Barcelona has an incred-

way; however their best player, Filip
Kostic, has left for Juventus. They
brought in Mario Götze, but he is
far from the player he promised to
be a decade ago and looks more like
a squad option. Further, they lack
quality up front, and thus promise to
struggle to score. Marseille look more
promising with a plethora of attacking talent like Payet, Alexis Sanchez
and Cengiz Under, while the midfield
is stacked with the likes of Guendouzi
and Veretout. However, the French
team always struggle in Europe, as
proved by their inability to register
a single point until the final group
match a few seasons ago. Sporting
look down and out. They had two star

be in the league at the moment, still
have too much quality not to top the
group. New additions Koulibaly and
Sterling have bolstered the attack and
defense, while the spine of the 202021 team that won the UCL remains in
players like keeper Edouard Mendy,
midfielder N’golo Kante, and striker
Kai Havertz. Elsewhere, Salzburg are
always a threat on the counterattack,
but never have enough in defense to
do much damage, and Zagreb lack the
start quality to be a force in Europe.
My final prediction is as follows: 1.
Chelsea, 2. AC Milan, 3. RB Salzburg
and 4. Dinamo Zagreb.

Lawrence women’s soccer vs. Macalester

Sports Editor

______________________________

Lawrence’s women’s soccer
team continued their season with a
strong showing against Macalester
College on Sunday, Sep. 3, though
they ultimately came up short by a
final score of 0-2. This game was the
first of a Minnesota-based double
header for the Vikings as they open
their season with some tough away
non-conference matches.
Coming off of a 0-3 loss away
to Concordia University (WI) two
days prior, coach Joe Sagar and his
team were looking to bounce back,

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

The Champions League is nothing new in terms of content in my
time writing for the Lawrentian.
Europe’s most prestigious club trophy is up for grabs once again in
2022-23, with many of the same big
names vying to write their names in
history, while some smaller sides
look to belong among the big boys.
To review: the tournament consists
of eight groups of four teams each,
with each team made to play each of
the other three sides in their group
twice: home and away. At the end
of the group stage, first and second
place from each group progress into
the round of 16, where a knockoutstyle tournament begins to crown the
best side in Europe. With the group
stage draw finally complete, I’d like to
take some time to predict who I think
will make it into the round of 16 from
each group.
Group A consists of Liverpool,
Ajax, Napoli and Rangers. This group
is perhaps the dream group of stadium enthusiasts. Annfield, the Johan Cruyff Arena, the Estadio Diego
Armando Maradona, and Ibrox are
among some of the most unique and
world famous football grounds in the
world. And this isn’t without reason,
for these are four of the world’s most
storied clubs as well, which leads this
group to be particularly intriguing.
The battle will be for second place in
reality, as Liverpool are comfortably
one of the best two to three sides in
Europe these days; at the time of writing, they’ve just beaten Bournemouth
9-0 to tie the all-time record highest win in Premier League history.
Rangers are on the other end of the
scale. While they are a very interesting side these days and boast some

Champions League group stage
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Forest of Crabs
By Mara Logan
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Pen and Ink

By Mikayla Henry
During Spring Term of last year, I took a class called The
Revolutionary 18th Century, where some of the works we studied included
some seemingly Queer works. For my final project, I talked about Aphra
Behn, an English playwright and poet from the 18th Century who had
a few Queer-ish works in her oeuvre. However, she never made them
explicitly Queer, and instead vaguely hinted at the seemingly sapphic
relations by misconstruing the genders of her characters. As part of my
project, I not only analyzed her poems, but also constructed a few of my
own in a similar format. The poem below is one of these poems, in which
I hint at the Sapphic tendencies within it without screaming it from the
rooftops.
Rotting Fruit
Your lips were rotting
fruit and mine were drawn to them
like ants on a sidewalk – sickly
sweet but on the verge of being a treacherous
risk I was desperate to take.
They tasted of the fermented
grapes that linger during communion and
I was on my knees in prayer not to god
but to the Venus at the banks of my
shore.

Oasis

By Quinn Vincent

Overturned
By Isabel Dorn
Overturned

until they are simply

reads the headline

wrong

glaring from my screen
like a gun leveled at my temple
like vile hands pinning me down
like agony that slices my body open
Overturned

Overturned
is the world beneath my feet
rolling back, back, back like a treadmill
my legs burning for the right to stand

is my stomach,

but still I run, gripping the bucking
bull

like a storm of violent tides,

*for they will not break my spine**

bulging with horror, disbelief, fury
pregnant
with a womb full of rage
Overturned
are our grandmothers
screaming in their graves
the same words they yelled
half a century ago
***fight, fight, fight***
Overturned

Overturned
our traitor state must be
where oppression is our legacy
where our grandmothers are freer
than our daughters
where we’ve been sold, imprisoned,
deported, slaughtered
in the name of long-dead founding
fathers
who upheld oppression through an
ancient constitution
and still offer us no restitution

are the truths we hold

from this womb

spun into something unrecognizable

I birth

twisting right, right, right

a revolution
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Crossword

By Elizabeth Rienstra
Across
4. Where we got class colors from
5. A new tradition has the incoming class walk under it
8. Misread as GUARDO in 2022
12. Hammock here
13. The stars of this are LU’s international students
15. It’s on top of Main Hall
16. Formerly known as Sabin
House
21. Don’t try to use a fake here
22. Bedroom sinks available here
23. Head here for tutoring
24. Lawrence next to the pond
25. Last year it was purple, this
year it’s red
			

Down
1. They nest near the Fox
2. First sign of spring
3. Find it on every assignment
6. Play it on Ormsby Lake
7. SLUG’s newest resident species
8. Lawrence across the pond
9. Required reading, by _______
10. Arguably not in the west
11. Of the much beloved Commons
14. Play with its masters in January
16. Lawrence on Facebook
17. The first Lawrence
18. 5280 ft of organized sound
19. More of it!
20. Saturday market on College
Ave

Mimi's Comic
By Mimi Condon
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Local government feature: Vaya Lauren Jones
Nathan Wall

News Co-Editor
________________________________

“Is our city council fully representative of the people in our city?” asked
Appleton Common Council member Vaya
Lauren Jones. “I don’t think so.”
Jones was elected to the council
on April 6, 2022, defeating incumbent
Michael Smith. Jones commended Smith
for his service but was inspired to run
against him because she didn’t feel he
was proactive enough in the community
and got too comfortable in his seat. When
someone suggested Jones run for council,
she initially laughed it off, expecting her
husband to do the same. However, according to Jones, her husband was immediately supportive of the idea. Now that she’s
in office, in contrast to Smith, Jones said
that she doesn’t feel that she’s doing her
job if she spends a day being comfortable
and not thinking about the needs of her
constituents.
“Mike did his job of answering, but I
need to be proactive,” said Jones. “I need
to listen to who’s coming to me but I need
to go out to people.”
Jones reflected on how she won the
election, noting that she realized quickly
that door-to-door conversations were way
more impactful than traditional markers
of campaign success, such as yard signs.
Jones and her husband put together a
map of the district, and when there were
areas that weren’t being canvassed, they
would go knock on those doors.
On election night, Jones said she
was more excited to see council member Denise Fenton and council member
Nate Wolff win their elections than she
was about her own election, which she
didn’t expect to win. When she did, she
felt redeemed after decades of being told
to wait her turn. She also felt relieved,
because she knew there were people who
were counting on her to win.
“If I lose this, it’s on me, but if I lose
this, there’s a lot of people that I’m letting
down,” Jones said.
However, Jones was not always the
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service-oriented person she is today. She
recalls growing up in a suburb of Green
Bay, desperately wanting to get out of the
“lame cheese state” and become a corporate PR person. Jones is the first to admit
that “she wasn’t a great person” when she
had that mindset.
After graduating from the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point with a double

major in
Communications and Spanish, Jones
moved to London to complete an internship doing data entry for a multinational
corporation. While doing this job, she
realized that she was doing data entry for
a company that was, in her words, “making rich people richer,” and felt that something was off, so she talked to her mentor,
who suggested she look into doing data
entry for the British Lung Foundation. She
cites the realization that it felt so much
better to save people from smoking-related illnesses than working for corporations.
“That was the kick in the mouth I
needed to understand that I am not the
center of the universe,” Jones said. “There
are people that need help, and I am here
to help them.”
As an elected official, Jones is most
passionate about affordable housing,
and she already has ideas about how to

make Appleton a more affordable place
to live. Jones believes that we should not
only build affordable housing but pursue
projects that mix affordable housing with
more high-end housing. Jones believes
that projects like these will build communities that transcend socioeconomic status
and remove some of the stigma around
housing affordability. She stressed the
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importance of balancing the types of housing we build.
Beyond building housing, Jones
wants to work on Appleton’s neighborhoods, believing that helping low-income
homeowners maintain their houses will
help raise property values and build
communities. She lamented the fact that
landlords are often detached from the
neighborhoods they rent in and don’t want
to invest money in low-income neighborhoods, leading to renters putting up with
subpar living conditions.
Jones talked about Appleton’s homelessness crisis as well, noting that people
experiencing homelessness aren’t always a
visible population in Appleton, with many
choosing to sleep under bridges, in storage
units, in their cars or other places not suitable for human habitation.
She connected homelessness to

domestic violence, citing the fact that
women experiencing domestic violence
who are behind on rent risk being evicted
if they report the abuse to the police, similarly to how many undocumented immigrants do not report abuse -- either sexual
or workplace -- for fear of deportation.
She added that she would support education on how to be a good renter in order to
build positive relationships between renters and landlords.
In office, Jones has been able to live
up to her campaign promise to be proactive in the community. According to her,
residents who have never felt comfortable
reaching out to their council member have
come to her with concerns. She feels that
this will help to rectify the main problem
she identified in Appleton, that the city
government is not fully representative of
the people.
Policy-wise, Jones worked on a draft
design for Linwood Avenue that would
reduce speeding and dangerous truck
driving. She has also helped connect
Hmong community members who don’t
speak English fluently with home repair
opportunities they may have missed out
on because of language barriers. Jones has
also worked outside of city hall, contributing to free food and resource pantries,
putting on a Back-to-School carnival at
Linwood Park and connecting homeless
residents to services rather than incarcerating them. She noted that being on the
Appleton Common Council gives her the
opportunity to vote to support local projects and nonprofits which help vulnerable
Appleton residents and then go out in the
community and work with those same
groups she’s voted to support.
Jones added that she enjoys her new
job and the opportunities it gives her to
help people.
“I’m a problem-solver,” said Jones.
“To be able to not only solve a problem
but make someone’s day to day life better
because of it is an incredible feeling.”

Globalizing the struggle against occupation: Ireland

News Co-Editor
________________________________

The death of Queen Elizabeth II on
Sept. 8, 2022 has ignited yet another discourse around the crimes of the British
Crown. Throughout its history, the British
government colonized the Indian subcontinent, a handful of Caribbean islands,
South Africa, Egypt, Kenya and many others. Among the countries mistreated by
the British was their neighbor, Ireland.
Ireland’s British problem began in
the late 1170s, when the Norman rulers of
England invaded and conquered Ireland.
However, the Norman rulers did not
effectively control the island, and many
areas remained independent. The House
of Tudor, which came to power in 1485,
decided to establish control. In 1494,
England seized control over Ireland’s parliament, and in 1541, King Henry VIII was
crowned King of Ireland.
In 1582 and 1602, respectively, the
Earl of Desmond and Hugh O’Neill, members of the Irish Gaelic nobility, led rebellions against English control. The British
military’s practice of crop destruction in
response to rebellion caused devastating
famines. It is estimated that in Munster,
Ireland, 30,000 people starved to death
due to British military practices, while
in Ulster, the toll was as high as 60,000.

Those who fled the famines for England,
Wales, France and other countries were
often mistreated by those who saw the
Irish as inferior.
By 1603, England controlled Ireland.
The government of England encouraged its citizens to move to Ireland and
buy land, establishing an elite class and
violently displacing the Irish to establish
control. The new Protestant landowner
class passed a series of Penal Laws which
discriminated against Catholics, the predominant religious group in Ireland. In
1801, the Irish Parliament fused with the
British Parliament, but Irish Catholics
had to fight for their right to hold political
office among other political rights.
In 1845, Ireland experienced a famine
unlike any ever seen before in Irish history. At this point in history, Irish people,
especially the poor, had become dependent on the potato as a dietary staple.
Due to the seizure of lands by wealthy,
Protestant landlords, Irish farmers could
plant a limited number of crops, forcing
them to rely on the dominant crop, the
potato. Because of this, when blight ripped
through Irish potato crops, the people had
little else to turn to for food, unlike during previous crop failures and periods of
hunger, when there was more available
farmland and more biodiverse agriculture.
Over the next five years, one million Irish

would starve and at least another million
would flee. Ireland’s population still has
not bounced back.
At the same time the Irish were
starving, the government in London was
exporting food out of Ireland. British
Prime Minister John Russell believed
in free trade and did not believe that
the famine should interrupt the flow of
exports and imports. British Treasury
Secretary Charles Trevelyan believed that
the Irish were lazy and did not need help
and saw the famine as a way to “remove
surplus population.” Trevelyan then shut
down depots in which free corn was distributed to starving Irish people.
Queen Victoria, Queen of England
from 1837 to 1901, was even called the
“famine queen” due to her response to
the Irish famine. Victoria contributed
only 5 pounds in aid, an amount which
totals slightly over $450 USD. Working
class Irish migrants in New York City, on
the other hand, contributed hundreds of
thousands of U.S. dollars, worth millions
today. Even the Choctaw Nation, who
were dying of diseases and had just been
forced to march the brutal Trail of Tears,
found the funds to donate over $5,000 in
today’s money -- far more than Victoria
did. In fact, on the same day she donated
5 pounds to the Irish, she donated far
more to a dog charity in England.

Sultan Abdulmejid I of the Ottoman
Empire tried to help the Irish by sending
10,000 pounds to Ireland, but the British
objected, and his donation was negotiated
down to 1,000 pounds from his initial
offer for fear that it would be embarrassing for Victoria to donate so little while
Abdulmejid donated so much.
After centuries of oppression and
resource extraction by the British,
Ireland’s desire for independence was
burning. In 1918, parliamentary elections
in the United Kingdom saw the republican Sinn Féin party sweep into power in
Ireland. However, members of the party
refused to be seated at Parliament in
London, instead forming their own parliament in Dublin and declaring Ireland a
free republic. This set off a war, because
the British refused to recognize the government in Dublin. War broke out in
1919, but Ireland won, and declared the
Irish Free State in 1922, which excluded
Northern Ireland. In 1931, Ireland became
fully independent, except for Northern
Ireland, which remains under British control.
The Irish Republican Army (IRA),
which fought for Irish independence during the war, was not pleased with the
terms of the agreement, and advocated the
See page 7
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Paris c’est juste un autre ville (Paris is just another city)
Alana Melvin

Photo Co-Editor
________________________________

Paris, like many other cities in Europe, is idealized as a paradise with delicious food, breathtaking architecture and rich history. Tourism advertising promises that these cities offer an escape from mundane, dingy reality. However, residents experience such cities differently - as their home, with all its flaws, rather than as a vacation spot. Through
photography, I want to show the sights of Paris that are not so well advertised.

Globalizing the struggle...
continued from page 6

overthrow of the governments of
Northern Ireland and the Irish
Free State, aiming to replace
both with a new government that
controlled all of Ireland. The
government in Northern Ireland,
seeking to crush this republican
spirit, passed the Special Powers
Act, which gave the government dictatorial powers in order
to preserve ‘law and order’,
although these powers were used
against nationalists even after
the violence had died down.
This act was also used to nullify
the results of local elections in
Northern Ireland which nationalists had won and gave power
to unionists in elections where
they’d lost the popular vote.
The period from the 1930s

Place de Louvre
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Champs Élysées

through the early 1960s was relatively calm for Northern Ireland,
except for riots in Belfast and
some brief military campaigns
carried out by the IRA. From
1962 to 1966, Northern Ireland
enjoyed a period of peace.
However, that peace was marked
by laws that disenfranchised,
impoverished and discriminated
against Catholics, with all dissent
being met with extreme and swift
crackdowns.
In 1966, Catholics in
Northern Ireland began a civil
rights movement and began to
agitate against the discrimination
they suffered. British Loyalists
and fundamentalist Protestants
often attacked these protests,
with police approval. On the
other hand, Catholics who broke
the law were regularly beaten,
brutalized and killed. Because

the police gave impunity to
Protestant violence and lawbreaking, while Catholics were
brutalized, supporters of civil
rights in Northern Ireland viewed
the police as being on the side
of the Protestants. The violence
escalated to the point where
Protestant Loyalists bombed critical infrastructure in Northern
Ireland, with the violence being
blamed on the IRA.
The violence got worse in
the 1970s. British troops and
the IRA clashed constantly, with
many civilian casualties on both
sides. The British Army carried
out massacres of unarmed civilians who dared protest British
rule, such as the Ballymurphy
Massacre in 1971 and Bloody
Sunday in 1972. Violence carried
on into the 1970s, 1980s and
1990s, with a stalemate agree-

ment reached in 1998.
Regarding civilian casualties, the numbers alone don’t
paint the Irish in a good light.
About 60% of the civilian dead
were killed by Irish republicans
during the late 20th century.
But this analysis discounts the
centuries of displacement, land
and resource seizures, extreme
discrimination and the Great
Famine of 1845, arguably caused
by, or at least exacerbated by, the
British Crown.
Because the Irish understand what it’s like to be
oppressed, occupied and mistreated, Ireland has become one
of the few European countries to
regularly stand up against human
rights abuses.
While the U.S. government
declared South African freedom
fighter Nelson Mandela a ter-

rorist and supported the South
African apartheid regime, Ireland
condemned the apartheid system
in no uncertain terms. While
the U.S. backed Israel’s destruction of East Jerusalem’s Sheikh
Jarrah neighborhood in 2021,
the Irish Parliament condemned
it. And, while the Trump administration was sending Native
Americans body bags instead
of tests during the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic, donations from Ireland poured into
the Navajo Nation during their
COVID-19 outbreak, paying forward the kindness shown to the
Irish by the Choctaw all those
decades ago.
Is it any surprise that
Ireland feels more solidarity with
oppressed people oceans away
than it does its own bully of a
neighbor?
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Uni-Uni: a truly 'Uni'que experience
Blair Vandehey
Staff Writer

_____________________________

I never would have guessed,
peering into the window of UniUni
last summer, how much culture, dedication and care was (and is) put into
that little bubble tea shop. I was lucky
enough to be able to meet with shop
owner Fanni Xie last Friday to learn
just that.
UniUni (pronounced yoo-ni yooni) has a fascinating story that begins
when Xie immigrated from her homeland of China to the United States
when she was a teenager for study.
To cover the tuition of attending the
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
(UW-GB), she served in the US Army
for six years as a Behavioral Health
Specialist. After completing her service and graduating from UW-GB,
she became a social worker, primarily
working with children, the elderly and
veterans.
Later, using her background in
social work (and love for boba) as a
springboard, she opened UniUni, an
anime-themed bubble tea shop, in
hopes of bringing a piece of authentic Asian culture to the Fox Cities.
Decorated with manga panels for
wallpaper that she put up herself,
stuffed animals derived from Asian
pop culture and aesthetic seating
arrangements, including comfortable
couches and pastel-colored barstools,
UniUni immerses its customers in
an authentic, inclusive setting. Xie
expressed her strong hope that her
shop would create a space of acceptance in the area where diversity is
embraced, as well as sponsor minority
groups around the community.
Empowering
community,
regardless of background, is one of
Xie’s central missions in running her

store. For example, the mural within
the store, which depicts a creative mix
of Wisconsin and the store’s mascot,
the unicorn girl, was painted by a local
artist heading a small business. The
animated menu and gift cards, too,
were designed by artists working in
the Appleton area. Xie sees being able
to connect with Fox Cities-based creators as a two-way street; she receives
one-of-a-kind artwork and the artist is
supported in their career.
Internal community (and imagination) is just as important to Xie.
One of her many artistically inclined
staff members is in the process of
designing characters based on the
refreshments they serve, which will
soon be turned into stickers available
for purchase.
The inventive nature of the
UniUni staff does not stop there,
however. Some of the drinks that
the store offers were created by the
baristas themselves! Experimentation
amongst the employees is encouraged,
especially around holidays, where
original drinks inspired by the occasion are brewed right at the counter.
On the subject of drinks, the
menu at UniUni caters to its customers, regardless of preference.
Using quality, made-from-scratch
tea imported directly from Taiwan
and homemade fruit purees, Xie has
almost completely eliminated artificial
flavors from UniUni. For those looking for the classic boba experience,
the shop offers traditional black tea
bases with tapioca pearls. Aside from
such, UniUni customers can choose
from a wide variety of fresh fruit teas.
Even if tea isn’t your cup of tea (get
it?), you can enjoy the experience
through coffee-style options, as well
as smoothies and Yakult (Japanese
probiotic milk) drinks.

(Just between you and me, they
have a secret menu where visitors
unsure of what they may want to try
can ask to be surprised with a chef’s
choice from out of a hidden journal.
Pretty adventurous, right?)
Once a customer selects a base
drink, they will also be able to choose
to add more than ten different kinds
of boba, as well as other toppings,
such as their signature cheese foam,
to further personalize their beverage
of choice. For those, like me, who have
been trying to consume less sugar, not
to worry; you can even choose different sugar levels, all the way from
complete, 100% sweetened goodness
to none added at all.
The menu remains ever-growing,
and not just thanks to the experimental masterpieces created by the staff;
Xie plans to begin serving hot drinks
once winter arrives so her guests can
warm up both inside and out. Be
on the lookout for Asian sweets, too,
compliments of her and her baker
friend’s vision of sharing Eastern culture with the Avenue (she told me
Hong Kong bubble waffles may be
made available at one point).
Xie plans to further develop the
shop itself as well. With a goal to
educate visitors about her roots, she
let me know she is working on bringing in traditional Chinese clothing
for her customers to try on. As for
education through pop culture, she
also aims to host cosplay contests
around Halloween for the public to
attend and compete in. This approach
is not the only way she wants to enrich
the surrounding area’s awareness of
Asian culture; much of the vacant
space in the shop will one day house
Japanese-style claw machines, shelves
of animanga merchandise and even
eco-friendly reusable UniUni cups

Book Club: my summer
beach reads, minus the beach
Mikayla Henry
Columinist

_____________________________

In the blink of an eye – or rather,
the turn of a page – summer break
has come and gone, leading Lawrentians to be back in class, with the slow,
onsetting symptoms of the “Lawrence
Busy” appearing already. However,
before I can completely embrace the
autumnal spirit with horror titles and
dark academia recommendations
galore, I want to share a title or two
that absolutely entranced me over the
summer.
One of the main titles that
grabbed my attention during summer
break was “Elektra” by Jennifer Saint.
She also wrote “Ariadne,” which I read
last fall, and is currently working on
“Atalanta” – all of which are Greek
mythology retellings. For those who
are new to the column, I welcome you,
and I feel that I should mention that
a lot of my go-to recommendations
are some sort of retelling, typically
a mythological one. I promise I read
other genres as well, though, so bear
with me! “Elektra” retells the classic story of the Trojan War, as most
retellings seem to. In this one, we
get a closer look at some characters
who normally don’t get as much time
in the spotlight, such as Cassandra,
the prophet doomed to be unbelievable, and Clytemnestra, the sister of
the irresistible Helen of Troy. And,
of course, we get to see the world
through the titular Elektra’s eyes – the
youngest daughter of Clytemnestra
and Agamemnon, who is leading the
charge against the Trojans.
When these retellings get published and mention that they feature
“underrepresented voices,” it often
means that it’s from the point of view
of Clytemnestra, Helen and/or the
women in Troy watching their city
burn. While I love the retellings and
devour them in a single sitting, it often
gets a tad repetitive after a while.
I appreciate how authors like Saint

try to incorporate new characters
that genuinely don’t get discussed in
most versions, such as Ariadne, the
princess who helped Theseus defeat
the Minotaur, and Elektra, the young
daughter devoted to her power-hungry father. Though the myths may
not be new, the perspectives are,
which allows fresh aspects of the story
to come to light. And while it was
refreshing to get a new viewpoint of
the war that’s over a sea away from
the action, I also appreciated how
Saint was able to introduce the myth
of the Trojan War in a way that didn’t
require readers to have prior knowledge going in.
In a similar vein, my other summer read I want to mention is a retelling of a classic, though it goes above
and beyond to bring fresh and unique
ideas to the story. “The Chosen and
the Beautiful” by Nghi Vo reimagines the events of “The Great Gatsby”
through the eyes of a proudly Queer
and Asian Jordan Baker, who you
may remember as Nick’s love interest in the original story. Besides the
new perspective, this retelling offers a
magical Jazz age, deals with genuine
devils and still has the same old messy
love story that somehow manages to
be even messier than the classic. And,
for those who read “The Great Gatsby”
in high school and theorized that
sparks were flying between Nick and
Gatsby – let’s just say I think you’ll
be pleased with the artistic choices
Vo makes in this retelling. While the
bones of the original story are there,
as well as the same 1920’s allure and
glamour, Vo manages to make this
tale entirely her own. Jordan offers
a unique, carefree perspective of our
main characters; she is queer as well
as an immigrant with an incredibly
high social status, which allows her
to both experience and escape racism every day. While the pacing was
a little slow going at times, I became
absolutely enthralled in the story in all
its glamour. Though, if you didn’t like

“The Great Gatsby” back in the day,
you may want to stay away from this
one – the overall atmosphere of both
novels is roughly the same.
Though I didn’t read as much as
I would have liked to over break, and
the “Lawrence Busy” is starting to set
in, I hope to still bring a ton of new
recommendations and bookish news
your way this term. But, for now, I
wish you all happy reading!

"The Chosen and the Beautiful" by Nghi
Vo.
Photo from Amazon.

“Elektra” by Jennifer Saint.
Photo from Amazon.

Blair's personal favorit-Lemon Jasmine Green Tea with Brown Sugar Boba.
Photo by Blair Vandehey.

available for purchase.
Listen up, Lawrence! UniUni has
plans for you, too! They are looking
to connect with students and campus
organizations, and are even considering offering discounted boba with
a valid LU ID. Make sure you look
for them at Lawrence events in the
future, as they want to begin to cater

Inside of Uni Uni.
Photo by Blair Vandehey.

(they will make their tea onsite, in
front of you. How cool is that?).
Who knows what Xie and her
incredible team are brewing up next
(get it?)?
Stop by UniUni, and the next
thing they could be brewing up could
be your very own cup of boba.

Shuri
Kat Girod
Columinist

_____________________________

Welcome to the first Comic Character spotlight of the new school year!
Hope everyone is ready for what will
likely be a jam-packed fall term. In
light of the upcoming film “Black
Panther: Wakanda Forever” (2022),
we’ll be venturing into the Wakandan realm of the Marvel Universe and
spotlighting Shuri!
Shuri first appeared in “Black Panther” volume 4, issue #2 in May 2005
and was created by writer Reginald
Hudlin and artist John Romita Jr.
Her story primarily takes place in the
fictional African nation of Wakanda,
where she initially resides as a princess. Other members of her family
include the previous king T'Chaka and
her brother T'Challa - King of Wakanda and the Black Panther.
To be adorned with the title of
'Black Panther' is a great honor, solely
meant for the most paramount chief
of the nation. This led Shuri to harbor
envious feelings towards her brother
as he received the Black Panther title
she actively sought. Interestingly, her
jealousy is further put into perspective
considering her originally being a side
character in stories centered around
her brother.
While not initially trained in combat, Shuri is an incredibly intelligent
scientist, engineer and inventor. Later, in an attack on Wakanda by Klaw,
she uses the Ebony Blade to overpower and kill one of his mercenaries.
In noticing her distress at ending another’s life for the first time, T’Challa
vows to train her in combat so she may
potentially inherit his role as the ruler
of Wakanda one day.
The trajectory of her story is later
altered as Prince Namor of Atlantis
and other members of the Cabal --a secret council of supervillains run
by Doctor Doom --- leave T’Challa in
a comatose state. Following this incident, Queen Ororo proposes that
Shuri take on the mantle of Black Panther as T’Challa’s successor. However,
despite completing various trials and
obtaining the heart-shaped herb that
would subsequently imbue her with
the powers of Black Panther, the Goddess denies Shuri the opportunity.

The Goddess’ rejection is attributed to Shuri’s long-standing envy of
her brother’s position and arrogant
assumption the mantle would automatically be granted to her. This later
changes when Wakanda is endangered by a powerful foe --- Morlun
--- who seeks to destroy it. In an effort
to save her country and people, Shuri
equips the Black Panther costume,
without its powers imbued, and saves
both her country and brother. This altruistic and heroic act presents her as
suitable for the role of Black Panther
in the Goddess’ eyes, and she gains its
abilities.
Her range of abilities include an
extensive skill set in the martial arts,
enhanced speed, agility, strength,
endurance, senses and temporarily
reanimating Wakandan corpses. Additionally, the uniform she adorns as
Black Panther is composed entirely of
vibranium --- a fictional metal known
for its abilities to absorb, store and release large amounts of kinetic energy.
With Shuri taking charge as Black
Panther, in 2018 Marvel published
her first solo comic series entitled
“SHURI,” written by Nnedi Okorafor,
which further explores her character
and highlights how she grapples with
her newfound role of leadership in her
brother’s absence.
In the Marvel Cinematic Universe,
Shuri is portrayed by Letitia Wright
and appears in the films “Black Panther” (2018), “Avengers: Infinity War”
(2018) and “Avengers: Endgame”
(2019), and she will be in the upcoming November release “Black Panther:
Wakanda Forever” (2022).
It’s been so exciting to see Shuri’s
slow rise to prominence --- both in
the comics and the Marvel Cinematic
Universe! Although the comics have
already explored her rise to the position of Black Panther, she’s primarily
remained as a side character in the
films despite her talent and charisma.
However, this is likely to change in the
next film as the previews have heavily
implied a vacancy in the Black Panther
position that needs to be filled. Assuming she’ll be taking on the mantle
of Black Panther in the film, I’m looking forward to seeing how it explores
her slowly becoming acquainted with
the position --- both on and off the
battlefield.
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"Once Twice Melody": the technicolor route home
Billy Greene
Staff Writer

_____________________________

4/5 stars
“Once Twice Melody” is the
eighth studio album by dream-pop
band Beach House, released across
four months from Nov. 2021 to Feb.
2022.
Home is where the heart is
for the Baltimore-based dream-pop
band. With the bohemian city serving as their artistic nucleus, Victoria
Legrand and Alex Scally — keyboardist/vocalist and guitarist respectively
— have spent almost two decades
creating, touring and dreaming.
You can hear Baltimore's influence prominently in their earlier
works. I think of their first song as
a duo, "Saltwater," with its jittering
oceanic synths; or rather, their sophomore album's autumnal highlight
"You Came to Me.” Even “Sparks”
from their essential fifth album
“Depression Cherry” touches on the
city’s gentrification issues.
Though, starting with their
experimental 2018 work “7,” they

broadened their horizons far beyond
the Mid-Atlantic city. The album featured an icy intimacy not yet explored
by Beach House, with cuts like “Dark
Spring” and “Girl of the Year.” With
many international tours under their
belt, they seem to have gained new
homes of inspiration elsewhere. Song
titles like “Drunk in LA” and lyrical
nods to Chelsea make that clear.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic — practically a taboo amongst
artists now — forced everyone, including Beach House, to go home and
think --- think about the unsure present, the seemingly forgotten past and
the hazy future. What was home for
Beach House?
What came out of this meditation is the technicolor “Once Twice
Melody,” an 18-track, four-chapter
double album exploring the meaning
of home. It was released in four parts
on Nov. 10, 2021, Dec. 8, 2021, Jan.
19, 2022 and Feb. 18, 2022.
There’s a lot of movement on the
record: the car rides of “The Bells”
and “New Romance,” the days going
by on the title track, and the fleeting

“Runaway.” “The Bells” is a personal
favorite: its sliding guitars and devotedly upfront lyrics never fail to make
me smile.
In contrast, there’s a lot of frozen
moments: the Americana “Sunset,”
the shoegaze “Only You Know” and
the haunting “Masquerade” all capture scenes at a standstill. “Only You
Know” features my favorite chorus
on the album. The vocals glide on
top of the densely packed guitars and
pounding drums, propelling the listener into a trance.
Repetition also plays a key role
here. “Over and Over,” the centerpiece of the album, explores washes
of synths, guitars and cyclical lyrics across its seven-minute runtime.
“Another Go Around” details the end
of a relationship in hopes of a new one
via a transcendental waltz.
“Illusion of Forever” combines
cycles and stasis in a saturated, sensory assault: the sheer amount of reverb
placed on each track is deafening.
That doesn’t detract from its everrelevant sentiment of hope in the face
of failure: “And I can’t believe in noth-

ing just yet.”
work yet, without leaving their home
What always rises above this
of Baltimore.
unsure battle with time, however, is
I highly recommend “Once Twice
love. Not only is the track “Superstar”
Melody” for those of you who might
a clear highlight musically, it also
be homesick returning to campus.
shows the campy power of this passing
I’m sure you’ll find something that
relationship: “When you were mine / takes you back, or maybe you’ll find
We fell across the sky.” With evocative
somewhere new. There’s something
imagery, throbbing electronics and a
for everyone here.
killer instrumental outro, “Superstar”
summates everything that makes this
album incredible. “Hurts to Love,”
“Modern Love Stories” and the aforementioned “New Romance” highlight
similar sentiments.
There are a handful of moments
that fall flat — mostly the underbaked “Finale.” The juvenile approach
doesn’t hold a candle to the other
tracks, but the guitar licks near the
back end mostly make up for it. “Pink
Funeral” and “ESP,” despite having
incredibly unique compositions, fail
to elicit much emotion for how poignant they are.
That being said, “Once Twice
Melody” proves to be a consistently Album cover art for “Once Twice Melody” by
Beach House designed by Jeff Kleinsmith,
dazzling listen. Beach House has creBaltimore, MA, Nov. 9, 2021.
ated their most expansive and vibrant
Photo from beaccchhoussse Intagram

A musical welcome from Bill Carrothers and
Jonathan Fagan
Helen Panshin
Staff Writer

__________________

Picture this as the start to your first
concert experience at Lawrence: a
professor takes the stage, removes
his shoes, sits at a piano and holds his
hands up to his eyes, imitating binoculars, as he looks across to an alumnus
at another piano and cries “Land ho!”
This is exactly how Professor Bill
Carrothers and guest performer and
alumnus Jonathan Fagan ‘15 began
their joint performance in Harper
Hall on Sep. 15, welcoming new and
returning students to the beginning of
the school year at Lawrence.
The duo’s first piece after this
playful entrance was “The Way You
Look Tonight,” a classic tune likely familiar to fans of Frank Sinatra
or Rogers and Astaire movies. The
piece began with Fagan rhythmically
repeating a single note, followed by
Carrothers joining in with an assortment of sparse but colorful chords.
Together they built up the musical texture, and Carrothers introduced
the melody. The piece took off and
gained a sense of freedom and energy,
like a seagull flying over the ocean,
making loops and dives, before settling back down as it drew to a close.
After the first piece, the musicians reminisced about their time
together at Lawrence. Carrothers
spoke of Fagan’s time as a student,
praising his talent and emphasizing
his eagerness to learn, remarking,
“running your life with that level of
curiosity […] takes you a long way.”
For his part, Fagan expressed his
admiration for Carrothers as a jazz
pianist and acknowledged Carrothers’
continuing influence on his musicianship.
The two then performed “Smada”
by Billy Strayhorn. The piece began

with a feeling of mysteriousness, and I
imagined myself at the top of a mountain on a cloudy day, unable to see the
landscape below. As they continued,
the atmosphere of the piece became
serene and meditative before finally
vanishing into the mist.
Their third selection was a composition by Fagan called “System
Check.” Carrothers began the piece
with a series of chords that created a
sort of grand fanfare, before launching into the dancelike rhythm of the
rest of the piece. As the music came to
a comically abrupt end, the audience
burst into laughter and applause.
Another of Fagan’s compositions, “Empty Visions,” followed. It
began with a tender, nostalgic solo by
Fagan and maintained these emotions
as Carrothers joined in, their choices
of harmony making the piece bittersweet, like a person reflecting sadly
on the hopefulness of their childhood
aspirations.
Then came “Trees,” a composition by Carrothers which, as he
explained, originated as an improvisation. The piece was slow and expressive. Carrothers’ playing was focused
in the center of the piano’s range,

making the piece seem grounded,
while Fagan accentuated with higher
chords, which I visualized as blue sky
visible through an opening in the leafy
canopy high above.
The final piece of the concert was
“Istanbul,” by Nat Simon, which was
lively and boisterous, if a bit chaotic
at times. It was clear from the musicians' faces that they were thrilled to
be playing together again and sharing
their fun with an audience.
Fagan and Carrothers’ performance was a lovely first concert of the
school year. It highlighted the closeness and supportiveness of relationships between faculty and students
that continue even past graduation.
It also gave a vibrant sampling of the
broad range of emotions that jazz can
express, all while creating an inviting atmosphere for everyone in attendance. Melody” for those of you who
might be homesick returning to campus. I’m sure you’ll find something
that takes you back, or maybe you’ll
find somewhere new. There’s something for everyone here.

Bill Carrothers (left) and Jonathan Fagan'15 (right) perform in Harper Hall.
Photo by Kai Frueh.

Ellie Fiorini

“Sleeping
Beauty”: an
underrated
classic

Columinist

_____________________________

4/5 stars
“Sleeping Beauty,” 1959,
directed by Wolfgang Reitherman,
Eric Larson, Clyde Geronimi and Les
Clark, is the story of a princess named
Aurora (Mary Costa) who is cursed to
die by pricking her finger on a spinning wheel on her sixteenth birthday
by an evil fairy named Maleficent (Eleanor Audley). The curse is partially
lifted by the three good fairies, Flora,
Fauna and Merryweather (Verna Felton, Barbara Jo Allen and Barbara
Luddy). Instead of dying, the princess
only falls into a sleep that only a true
love’s kiss could wake her from --- that
true love, of course, being Prince Philip (Bill Shirley).
At the time, the film was quite different from the Disney films that came
before it. For starters, it was one of the
most expensive Disney films to date,
costing $6 million to make. The film
was so expensive for multiple reasons.
For starters, it took much longer to
make. It was also the first Disney film
to be made in a widescreen format.
While earlier films had aspect ratios
of 1.37:1, “Sleeping Beauty” had an
aspect ratio of 2.55:1. The art design
for “Sleeping Beauty” is also vastly different than the films that came before.
The backgrounds that the characters
are in are extremely detailed. Background artist Eyvind Earle was heavily
inspired by medieval art in making the
film's backgrounds, most notably the
Unicorn Tapestries now at the Cloisters in New York. Despite Earle leaving the project due to creative differences with creative supervisor Clyde
Geronimi, aspects of his original vision are still there. While watching the
film, you can see every groove in each
tree. Every leaf on a bush. Every crack
on each castle brick. It’s quite beautiful.
Unfortunately, despite the beauty
of the film, it didn’t break even during
its initial release. While the film cost
$6 million to make, it made back just
above $5 million, making it Disney’s
first box office loss in nearly a decade.
The critics found the film too similar
to “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs”
in plot and found it lacking in charm.
“Sleeping Beauty” is one of my
favorite films of all time. Despite the
simplicity in the plot and the lack of
agency from the main heroine, I still
love this film. Eyvide Earle’s artistic
vision is absolutely stunning. I want to
live in this film and be part of this art

account.

style. The fact that the backgrounds
are so detailed is impressive, and the
fact that the simplistically animated
characters don’t look out of place is
even more impressive. The music in
this film is also extremely beautiful,
both the lyrical and the instrumental
pieces. I could listen to “Once Upon a
Dream” all day, and I have.
Now, my favorite part of the film
is Maleficent. Maleficent, played by
the incredibly talented Eleanor Audley, is the villain of “Sleeping Beauty.”
Despite being a drawing, she sucks
all the energy out of the room and focuses it all on herself. From her first
entrance in the opening scene to her
final battle with Prince Philip, she
steals the show. With a combination
of her iconic character design, the way
she is animated and the incredible
voice performance by Eleanor Audley,
Maleficent is easily the best character
in the film.
Although one of the main criticisms critics had with “Sleeping Beauty” was its similarity to “Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs”, I think that
“Sleeping Beauty” improved many of
the problems with “Snow White,” the
romance in particular. While the endings of both films are incredibly similar, with the prince kissing the princess to bring her back to life, the kiss
in “Sleeping Beauty” feels a lot less
predatory. In “Snow White,” Prince
Florian stumbles onto Snow White’s
corpse and wordlessly kisses her without consent, not knowing that the kiss
would wake her up. Meanwhile, Prince
Philip was guided by the three fairies
who created the “true love’s kiss” solution during his entire quest to save
Aurora. No doubt they told Philip that
the only way to wake up Aurora was to
kiss her. Philip and Aurora also knew
each other for much longer than Snow
White and Florian. Not by much longer but they’ve at least had a conversation and a romantic musical number
in the woods. Meanwhile, Snow White
runs away from her true love when she
first meets him. While the criticism
that “Sleeping Beauty” is too similar to
“Snow White” is warranted due to the
main female character still having no
agency in the story, “Sleeping Beauty”
is a vast improvement to Disney’s first
hit.
This film is a classic in my mind,
and I feel it is one of Disney’s best
early works. The art style is absolutely
gorgeous, and, in my opinion, it is
the most beautiful Disney film. It has
some flaws and Aurora could have
more agency, but I can forgive all that
because it’s so pretty to look at.
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Thank you, Republican Senate Committee
Nathan Wall

News Editor
_________________________
It’s that time of year again! Two
months from now, the United States
will hold a midterm election. Control
of the U.S. Senate and House, as well
as state and local governments around
the country, will be up for grabs, and
signs point to a strong red wave year
for Republicans. Yet, it appears that
the GOP is trying its best to attempt
to lose this out of power midterm
election. In critical congressional and
gubernatorial races around the country, Republican voters have continued
to nominate candidates that are so
extreme and so out of touch, they
might just end up blowing it. So, I
want to say thank you to the NRSC
(National Republican Senatorial
Committee) for picking these candidates. The NRSC is also mysteriously
low on cash, and although I have no
proof that its chair, Senator Rick Scott
(R-FL), embezzled money from the
NRSC, he is known for defrauding
the Medicare system as CEO of the
Columbia/HCA Healthcare company,
so I certainly wouldn’t be surprised
to learn that the money showed up in
his bank account. Scott also decided
to release a plan to the public that
endorsed a five-year sunset provision
on all federal laws, which would mean
that Social Security and Medicare
would end if Congress did not vote to
approve it every five years.
However, even without Scott’s
greedy hands in the NRSC cookie
jar - hey, it’s better than killing Harry
Potter’s parents! - the GOP doesn’t
appear to be serious about winning
this midterm.
For example, in Pennsylvania,
the Republican Party has nominated TV doctor (lowercase intentional) Mehmet Oz to take on popular
Lieutenant Governor John Fetterman
(D-PA). Oz is a proven liar, with over
half of the claims on his show being
rated “unsubstantiated claims” or
“refuted with facts”, including claims

that people can take weight loss pills
to lose weight fast without diet or
exercise, claims that you can cure cancer by eating certain foods and claims
that malaria drug hydroxychloroquine
can cure COVID-19 (he owns hydroxychloroquine stock, by the way). Oz

complain about inflation. Oz mispronounces the name of the store, calling
it “Wegner’s” a combination between
the names of the Pennsylvania grocer
Redner’s and the New Jersey grocer
“Wegman’s”. It gets worse from there.
He states that his wife wants a crudité

Walker. Walker is almost as bad a
candidate as Oz. Walker, a Black man,
has repeatedly characterized Black
parents as absentee fathers (even
though studies show that, despite disproportionate incarceration of Black
men, race has largely no effect on the

Johnson tends to trail Lieutenant
Governor Mandela Barnes in the
polls, which are narrowing. Johnson
has desperately resorted to attacking
Barnes, who is Black, for being “different”. That’s no dog whistle.
I also must thank Blake Masters,

was forced to admit in front of the
Senate that these pills do not work.
As a cardiac surgeon, Oz was accused
by his colleagues of treating the job
like a way to get on television and a
former producer of "The Dr. Oz Show"
accused him of selling out for fame
and money, and even though he’s a
physician, he said that the uninsured
have “no right to health.” He has also
been accused of conducting incredibly
cruel medical tests on puppies (don’t
look it up).
Oz has also repeatedly flip
flopped on the issues, initially being
staunchly pro-choice, pro-trans and
a friend of socialist Senator Bernie
Sanders (I-VT). After former president Donald Trump’s endorsement,
Oz claims to be “pro-life”, has come
out against transgender athletes being
on sports teams that align with their
gender identity, and is running ads
against Fetterman that fearmonger
about Sanders.
Oz is also incredibly out of touch
with Pennsylvania. He lives primarily
in his New Jersey mansion, which has
served as a background for many of
his ads and owns ten properties all
over the world. His most recent house
was purchased in Huntingdon Valley,
Penn., - whose name he spelled incorrectly on his declaration of candidacy form - shortly after he became
interested in this job. Oz has also
attacked Fetterman for living with
his parents when he was mayor of
Braddock, Penn., even though the job
only paid $1,800/year at the time.
Although Fetterman has well-off parents who’ve supported him financially, this financial support allowed him
to take low-paying public service jobs
such as Mayor of Braddock. An ad
from April also recently came to light,
in which Oz went to a grocery store to

(veggie tray), and instead of buying
a veggie tray, proceeds to pick out a
head of broccoli, a bunch of asparagus
and baby carrots and then grabbed
salsa and guacamole, which are not
traditional dips for vegetable trays.
Did I mention he held the groceries
with his hands and didn’t use a cart,
bag or basket?
Oz then went on to complain that
the crudité cost about 20 dollars, “and
that’s not even counting the tequila!”,
which again, is not typically served
alongside crudité.
Fetterman has used Oz’s repeated gaffes against him and has a consistent lead in the polls of 5 points or
more, with even the least favorable
outlier still showing him leading by 2,
even though the retiring incumbent is
a Republican. Oz, who is desperate (I
would be too, it doesn’t help that Doug
Mastriano, an insurrectionist, won the
primary for Pennsylvania Governor)
has turned to attacking Fetterman for
his weight and the stroke he suffered
earlier in the year, claiming that he
wouldn’t have had a stroke if he ate
vegetables.
So, to recap, the Pennsylvania
Republican candidate is a wealthy,
puppy-torturing, TV doctor who
jumped the border into a working class
state whose residents he obviously
looks down on and who can’t pretend
to be a working class Pennsylvanian
without making at least 70 embarrassing gaffes. Oz should probably
start selling his house in “Huntington
Valley”, Penn., once the election is
over, that is, if he can bother to figure
out the name of the town he allegedly
lives in.
In Georgia, Senator Raphael
Warnock (D-GA), who narrowly won
in 2021, is up for a full term against
former football player Herschel

rate of negligent parenting). However,
Walker has four children, even though
he only admitted to one, even lying to
his campaign about his other three
children, making him a hypocrite as
well as an absentee father. He has
also fabricated stories about having
FBI training, being an honorary member of his local police department,
claimed valedictorian status at the
University of Georgia despite not even
graduating, claimed to be the owner of
the world’s “largest” minority-owned
business despite having nothing to
do with the company that no longer
exists and claimed that Donald Trump
has never said that the 2020 election
was stolen. Walker and Warnock are
close in the polls, although Walker
still trails in most.
Here in Wisconsin, Senator Ron
Johnson (R-WI), is running for reelection, even though he promised to
retire after his previous term. Johnson
is extremely out of touch and has publicly defended outsourcing in a state
that has suffered disproportionately
from the outsourcing crisis, claiming
that Wisconsin has “enough jobs”, as
well as calling for the cutting of social
security. Johnson is extremely conservative but is first-and-foremost a massive Trump supporter who wanted to
overturn the results of the election
(he has now gone on to claim that
he was only involved in the insurrection for a few seconds-, after claiming no involvement initially). Johnson
has also attacked same-sex marriage, which Wisconsin overwhelmingly supports. In a stunning turn of
events, after beginning his campaign
breaking a promise to his constituents
and then continuing it by blindly following Trump, supporting a fascist
insurrection, attacking minorities and
proposing extremely unpopular ideas,

an open white nationalist who is
running against Senator Mark Kelly
(D-AZ), Jo Rae Perkins, a QAnon
believer running against Senator Ron
Wyden (D-OR) and Tiffany Smiley,
an anti-abortion extremist running against Senator Patty Murray
(D-WA). Other honorable mentions
go to J.D. Vance, a notorious flipflopper running to succeed Senator
Rob Portman (R-OH), whose campaign is out of money and who has
publicly claimed that he has a habit of
saying “stupid things”, Don Bolduc, a
2020 election denier running against
Senator Maggie Hassan (D-NH) who
is so extreme that he’s having to disavow some of his own views heading
into November, and Senator Marco
Rubio (R-FL), who is open about his
disdain for his job and dislike of public service. It appears that Vance and
Rubio, who will still probably win,
are trying to see if it’s possible to lose
Senate seats in states that voted for
Trump twice.
I also want to thank Republican
voters for nominating Sarah Palin
for Congress in Alaska, Joe Kent for
Congress in Southwest Washington
and John Gibbs for Congress in
Western Michigan. We will see if the
strategy of nominating extremist dipshits in swing seats pays off, but I
can’t imagine it will, and it’s already
shown that it won’t. Palin already lost
to Representative-elect Mary Peltola
(D-AK) in a special election in Alaska
in a year that was predicted to be
favorable to the GOP and will be running against Peltola in November.
It’s certainly possible that
Democrats will blow this opportunity, as it is a specialty of theirs, but
Republicans are handing the party a
golden opportunity, and it would be
wise to take it.

Good food is closer than you think
Ella Hardy

Staff Writer
_________________________
Whether you’re new to Lawrence
or an old-timer, at some point during
the coming school year you’re going
to find yourself hungry and bored
with the food options on campus, and
if you’re in a situation where you find
yourself unwilling or unable to cook,
I’ve been there too. I spent a good
amount of time last year exploring the
area and trying out new places to eat
in Appleton, and while the Fox Valley
might not have a reputation for being
a culinary destination, I found that
really good food totally does exist if
you know where to look. So here are
my personal recommendations for the
tastiest food for any mood.
If mac-and-cheese Wednesdays
at the Commons get your heart racing
but you want something a little higher
quality and more filling, try MACS
Appleton. It’s 100% worth the drive or
delivery fee; they serve fantastic, top
tier mac and cheese dishes with a jawdropping amount of toppings. Loaded
baked potato mac? Philly cheese steak
mac? You can even customize your

own! The best part of eating in-store
is the cute little cast iron skillet they
serve the delicious, cheesy dish in.
MACS is my favorite place to get a
really filling meal when I’m feeling
down or just plain hungry.
Not everyone on campus has
access to a car, so if you're looking
for a quick, easy lunch within walking distance of campus try Erbert and
Gerbert’s on College Ave. It might
seem like an obvious suggestion for
the locals on campus, but this quick
solution to a lunch dilemma can turn
my whole day around. The store is
less than five minutes away on foot,
and for a pretty reasonable price you
can get a variety of sandwiches, plus
delicious soup and mac and cheese. If
you’re feeling too lazy to walk there,
they also deliver!
Date night? Looking for somewhere with chill enough vibes to wear
sneakers but still want to impress
someone a little? Try Katsu-Ya! Also
located on College Ave, Katsu-Ya has
some of the best sushi in the area for a
reasonable price (you get what you pay
for with sushi) and a sleek bar area.
They also have Hibachi and Yakiniku

grills for another, different
experience. My insider tip
is to call ahead, since this
place is a favorite locally
and gets packed! It’s also
conveniently located next to
the Fox Cities Performing
Arts Center and makes for
a nice meal before a show.
There are plenty of
amazing coffee shops downtown and across Appleton,
but none that are as cute
and cuddly as The Pawffee
Shop cat cafe on Casaloma
Dr. This is one of my many
favorite coffee shops in the
area. The Pawffee Shop has
a great selection of coffee
and bakery items, and once you’ve
ordered you can take your delicious
drink and enjoy it with some adorable
kitties. All of the cats are rescued and
available for adoption, so try not to get
too tempted to take one home! (Or do!
Adopt don’t shop!) This is the place
to go if you need some caffeine and
some animal therapy. There are also
lots of other great coffee places within
a reasonable walking distance from

campus that are great locaThe front entrance to Bowl 91 on College Avenue
Photo by Yujie Shao
tions for studying, hanging out
with friends, and getting away
items, and a cute patio for enjoying
from the Lawrence busy. Some
the remaining sunny days of fall.
favorites of mine are Copper Rock
This list is by no means comCoffee Company - which features not
only amazing drinks (I recommend plete, and since I've found more culinary gems than you would expect in
one of their specialty mochas) but also
Appleton, I encourage you also to
a wide selection of sandwiches, salads,
explore not only these great options,
and quiche - and Moonwater Cafe,
but to take chances on other placwhich is a short walk from campus
es around to find your own favorite
and has great drinks, delicious bakery
spots.
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Everyone can write an Op-Ed. Yes, even you
Evan Ney

Opinions and Editorials Editor
_________________________
Dear Reader,
If we haven’t met yet, I’m Evan
Ney, and I’m excited to be starting my
second year of editing the opinions
section. If I’m being honest with you,
Opinions and Editorials is a very fancy
and official sounding name for the
section, but if it were up to me this
would be the section called variety.
As you follow along this year, you’ll
encounter a diverse set of articles,
including in this edition. Op-eds are
serious and sometimes funny, written about Lawrence-related topics as
well as with a broader lens, and have
arguably the most varied perspectives
of any section in this paper. That’s my
favorite part. I’m lucky to manage a
team of talented writers, and you’ll

see their work often. At the same
time, many of my favorite articles to
edit and publish are the guest essays.
Making these more formal and advertising for them admittedly started as
sort of a pet project for me, but I was
blown away by their popularity, and at
times your work carried the section as
the newspaper as a whole experienced
some staffing issues.
So in part, this article is to say
hello and to introduce the section to
new and returning readers, and in
part it’s an ad for all of you to write
for the section. A firm belief of mine is
that while not everyone would enjoy
being an Op-Ed staff writer, everyone
at Lawrence has one Op-Ed they’d
like to write and probably a few more
too. Especially at Lawrence, we have
opinions about everything, strong
opinions about a great many things,
and students with a background in

the type of argumentative writing that
works so well in this section; a great
Op-Ed is basically just a First Year
Studies essay written without such
stuffy language and convention about
a topic the author actually cares about
(with all due respect to the First Year
Studies curriculum, reading a variety
of things is a good way to discover
things you really like and things you
really don’t like).
It’s a match made in heaven.
All of you have something you feel
strongly about (that’s what I think
anyway), all of you have the skills to
write, and I’d love to print your work.
If you need me to sweeten the deal,
maybe a cool fifteen dollars would
convince you. Is that a lot of money?
No, but you can take that up with my
bosses, and we pay for articles at a flat
rate so if you can write these things in
an hour or less then this is the highest

paid job on campus by far. Food for
thought.
My final point is that in addition
to guest essays, you can also write a
letter to the editor, which I think is
an underused platform around here.
In fact, last year there weren’t any,
but I think there should be. I won’t
pretend as though every Friday the
entire campus religiously reads the
paper front to back and engages with
every article, but I’m not sure that
that’s true for any newspaper and
in the many conversations I’ve had
with community members I can confidently say that lots of people do
read the paper, and lots of people
care deeply about what gets written.
One of my other favorite parts of this
job is hearing feedback and reactions,
both good and bad, from people about
what gets published in the Opinions
section. That’s the point! If you think

somebody made a great point - or
if you think they didn’t - I want to
hear about it, and so do other readers. One of the quirks of both writing
and editing for this section that I’ve
considered is that I may someday be
obligated to publish a letter to the
editor telling me how much my own
writing sucks. And while I’d love to be
corrupt and file that one away to save
myself the public embarrassment, I
would of course print it. I genuinely
value constructive feedback, as do my
writers; they wouldn’t be able to write
for me if they didn’t.
So there you have it. Enjoy reading the section this year, feel free to
chime in from time to time, and if you
feel strongly about something in the
section please let us know. I can’t wait
to get started!

Bring back our light! The case for the buffalo chicken wrap
Miri Villerius

Copy Chief
_________________________
Bon App is undoubtedly one of
the foremost pillars of Lawrentian
society. With the meal plan as our
Torah, the Commons our Mecca, and
the Café our Vatican City, Bon App
keeps us anchored to our spiritual
existence at Lawrence. Like all spiritual institutions, we've had prophets
and doctrines come and go. Who can
forget the great sage Stanley with his
benevolent ice cream scoop or the
Bon App Hitman who foretold the
bad times of digestive issues to come?
Even the rise and fall of the doctrine
of disposable dishware foretold much.
In those days where our leaders were
trying to deter dish smugglers through
the practice of creating waste, had we
forgotten that our savior befriended
dish smugglers and went to the VR,
but practiced recycling all the same?
Our clergy's ways are mysterious, maybe too mysterious for the
common good. Chefs are cloistered
away, studying the gastronomic texts
and scribing our menus. Tithes are
changed year to year, as we wonder
how many meal swipes and cul cash
we might apply for. Times of abundance and times of famine come, and
our only guiding light is hope in the

divine providence of the Lady on
high, our most supernal heavenly mother who was inaugurated
for our sins, President Laurie Carter,
peace be upon her.
I'm writing today, in prayer and
in mourning, for the fallen martyr
who epitomized the strength, versatility and divine feminine Presence that
makes Lawrence what it is: the Buff
Chick Wrap. This great warrior of
warriors, Amazon of our times, friend
of sapphites, has vanished from our
worship services. We now are plighted
with a new Bon App dogma. A religiogastronomic dogma that rejects our
Lady of the Wrap, the Buff Chick, in
all of Her divine genders from Tender

A food display case in The Café
Photo by Rongyan Song

to Boca, while shouting the praise of
such pretenders - such false prophets
- as the buffalo bean burger. While the
naked Tender and Boca patty remain
in perpetuity with Buffalo sauce on
the side, we mustn't take the divine
Word of the Wrap for granted.
What is the Buff Chick without
Her Wrap? The Wrap is the great
unifier that brings stability and oneness to the Lawrentian community.
Our clerics will evangelize, speaking in bureaucratic tongues amidst
affirmations of that all too familiar
phrase that has become common-

place in our era: "time to shine!"
I must ask our clerics with all due
reverence, how can we usher in the
"time to shine" without our guiding
light in the Wrap? The Wrap is the
glue that holds us together, shielding
Lawrentian society from utter chaos.
Should it continue, what is one to
do but wait for the seven bugles to
sound, signifying the bliss of end
times and, should Carter (peace be
upon her) will it, the second coming
of the Wrap and the campus to come.
Like the Twelve Ingredients
who accompanied the Wrap in Her
final moments, we are diverse and
steadfast. We should all but fall apart
onto our plates without her divine
Presence guiding the way. I call to
you, Lawrentian community, that we
continue practicing the true Word of
Bon App as we live in suffering and
martyr ourselves in the name of the
Wrap. Through the ancient doctrine
of chikkun oilam, we must repair the
culinary world and come together as
the one true Bon Appian faith. I must
remind us all to make pilgrimage and
pray towards the holy sites of Andrew
and Kaplan, so we might bring flavor
to Her name in this age of prophecy
we are living in.
We are all children of Appetit,
the patriarch of belief for hundreds

of Lawrentians and as our Lady of
the Wrap teaches, we mustn't forget the ties that bind us. While we
may all descend from different members of the Twelve Stations of Warch,
whether from Simply Oasis, Rick's
Dinner or any station, we mustn't
forget that which makes us one. What
of our common father, Downey? Yes,
Downey, he who exiled himself on a
gravy boat for 40 days and 40 nights
so Carter (peace be upon her) could
rid our campus of mold and all that
which festers - certainly he may bring
us together!
The Truth of the Buffalo Chicken
Wrap must return to the menu, so
a reformation of the Bon App faith
must begin! In this time of such great
indigestion and anaphylaxis, I feel
the pain of many of us children of
Bon App who have given up on Carter
(peace be upon her), but I implore
that malnourishment not deter you,
my brothers, sisters and non-binary
siblings! We Lawrentians of the Bon
Appian faith must unite under one
banner to fight the good fight for Her,
our Lady of the Wrap, the Buffalo
Chicken Wrap! I compel every one
of you that we unite for all that is
tasty! We must unite to bring back the
Buff Chick Wrap! Buffalo volt! Baruch
haChicken! Wrap akbar!

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions. For the full editorial policy and parameters for submitting articles, please refer to the masthead, which is located on the back of each edition.
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Dear Readers of The Lawrentian,
Happy fall term! I can’t believe that only one year ago, I was stepping
foot on campus for the first time, searching for various ways to integrate
myself into the Lawrence community. Believe me, first-years, I know what a
scary and exciting time this is for you, between First-Year studies, new roommates, and your introduction to the Lawrence busy. It can be hard to find a
community of your own, and the idea of home-away-from-home can feel like
a distant possibility sometimes.
I can only tell you just how important it is to go out of your comfort zone,
try something challenging, make a new friend and explore yourself. When I
applied to work for The Lawrentian, I didn’t know the journey would take me
here, nor do I know where it will go in the months ahead. Whatever this term
looks like for you, do something that scares you a little, something that seems
impossible. You’ll surprise yourself.
However, we are also a community of people who needs to take care of
each other. The Lawrentian staff tries to do that by being a prominent voice
on this campus, reporting the truth and being a resource. I am so proud of
this staff and all of the great work we have done so far. Every organization
and individual on this campus is essential and belongs here, and I can’t wait
to see how we all contribute throughout this term. To quote one of my favorite characters from the nineties, don’t just try to do well on this campus, do
good.
All the best,
~Taylor

